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A model is presented for the complete passive fathometer response to ocean surface noise, interfering discrete noise sources, and locally uncorrelated noise in an ideal waveguide. The leading order
term of the ocean surface noise contribution produces the cross-correlation of vertical multipaths
and yields the depth of sub-bottom reflectors. Discrete noise incident on the array via multipaths
give multiple peaks in the fathometer response. These peaks may obscure the sub-bottom reflections but can be attenuated with use of minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) steering
vectors. The seabed critical angle introduces discontinuities in the spatial distribution of distant surface noise and may introduce spurious peaks in the passive fathometer response. These peaks can
be attenuated by beamforming within a bandwidth limited by the array geometry and critical angle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ambient noise, which has long been considered an experimental nuisance, contains information from which environmental parameters can be inferred1,2 and correlations of
oceanic ambient noise allows inference of medium properties.3–6 Application of array processing techniques enhance
the fidelity of such correlations and may improve the performance of geophysical inversions of ambient noise.
One such array processing technique, beamforming on a
vertical hydrophone array, can focus on vertically propagating noise that contains noise reflected from and therefore information about the seabed. This can be used to infer ocean
bottom properties such as seabed critical angle,7,8 reflection
loss versus angle of incidence9 and the depth of sub-bottom
reflection layers.10–16 The process of obtaining the latter by
cross-correlating noise is referred to as passive fathometry.
The noise source for the passive fathometer is wind and
wave generated surface noise, which is often modeled as an
infinite sheet of surface noise sources.17–19 These models
imply that there is much more acoustic energy propagating
horizontally in the waveguide than vertically, and, hence,
directional sensitivity attained by adaptive beamforming15
and/or velocity sensors11 may yield an improvement in the
passive fathometer response.
Recent experiments with a drifting vertical array20 have
shown that the bottom reflection can be obscured by interference from shipping noise.15 In order to determine the practical limits of the passive fathometer, a detailed analysis of its
response to arbitrary noise fields is required. We use a simple ocean noise model21 with three sources: correlated noise
generated near the ocean surface by the action of wind and
waves, discrete noise generated by point sources at arbitrary
positions in the water column (i.e., ships), and spatially
uncorrelated white noise due to electrical noise within the
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array. Both conventional and adaptive beamforming are
considered.
As beamforming increases the contribution of vertically
propagating noise to the passive fathometer response, a simple model is first considered in which the ocean surface produces only vertically propagating plane waves. This model
allows many of the features of the passive fathometer
response to be addressed qualitatively with a minimum of
algebra. The passive fathometer model presented here also
considers spatial aliasing, in which the array gain is applied
to noise toward which the array is not intentionally steered.
Depending on the dimensionality of the system and
noise source, the time domain Green’s function can be proportional to the noise cross-correlation, its time derivative,
time integral, or fractional derivative.11,22 Assuming that the
dominant component of the passive fathometer response is
due to vertically propagating noise, the system is approximately one-dimensional (1D) and thus the Green’s function
is proportional to the noise correlation.
Prior models for the passive fathometer response have
either numerically evaluated the integration over the ocean
surface,10–12 or assumed that the array is preferentially sensitive to vertically propagating noise in order to make the surface integration tractable.11,12 The model presented here
details how beamforming attenuates horizontally propagating signals (Sec. II) and how the stationary phase approximation shows that the cross-correlation of vertically separated
sensors under an infinite surface sheet of noise is preferentially weighted toward vertically propagating noise (Appendix A). Thus the leading order behavior is computed
analytically.
The model presented is restricted to a horizontally stratified waveguide with a constant sound speed profile in the
water column and a perfectly uncorrelated surface sheet of
noise sources. These approximations are not sufficient to
describe a real ocean; however small variations from this
model will not affect the leading order characteristics of the
model passive fathometer response.
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II. THEORY

Consider an m-element vertical array positioned in a
water column of depth D and uniform sound speed c (Fig. 1).
Define the bottom hydrophone depth as za and the interelement separation as d, such that the inter-element travel
time is s ¼ d/c. It is convenient to define w ¼ eixs, where x
is the angular frequency. In the frequency domain, multiplication of the data from the pth hydrophone, xp(x), by w is
equivalent to shifting in the time domain by s to yield xp(t þ s).
The array beam steered to add in phase vertically downward
propagating noise D, and the corresponding beam steered to
add in phase vertically upward propagating noise U, are
DðxÞ ¼
UðxÞ ¼

m
P

p¼1
m
P

p¼1

w%ðp%1Þ xp ðxÞ ¼ wH x
wðp%1Þ xp ðxÞ ¼ wH x;

CðxÞ ¼ wT RðxÞw;
(1)

where we have defined the steering vector for downward
propagating noise as
wT ¼ ½1; w; w2 ; … ; wðm%2Þ ; wðm%1Þ ';

(2)

and the reference phone (p ¼ 1) is the lowermost element.
The superscripts T and H represent a matrix transpose and
Hermitian transpose, respectively, such that wH ¼ (w*)T.
Consider a simple ocean noise model in which the environment is range independent and surface noise is spatially
uncorrelated. Define the sound incident on the above array as
xðxÞ ¼

1
ð

gðr; z ¼ z0 ;zp Þsðr; xÞ2prdr

r¼0

þ

J
P

j¼1

gðrj ; zj ; zp Þnj ðwÞ þ u;

g(r, z; rp, zp) is a vector of Green’s functions from the source
at depth z and radial distance r to each hydrophone at depth
zp. z0 is a depth near the ocean surface. The integral over r
accounts for the noise generated by the ocean surface, which
is assumed infinite. Assuming the presence of J discrete
sources with frequency-dependent amplitude nj(x), g(rj, zj)
is a vector of Green’s functions from each discrete source to
the array. u denotes the uncorrelated white noise at each element. These three terms are referred to as the correlated
noise, discrete noise, and white noise.21 These terms are
assumed to be independent.
Using the steering vector as defined in Eq. (2), the
fathometer response is11

(3)

where s(r, x)2pr dr is the signal generated by the annulus of
ocean surface around the array between radii r and r þ dr,

with cross-spectral density matrix (CSDM), R given by
RðxÞ ¼ E½xðxÞxH ðxÞ';
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(5)

where E[] denotes the expectation operator. As detailed in
Appendix A, substituting Eqs. (3) and (5) into Eq. (4) gives
the fathometer model response as
CðxÞ ¼ jSðxÞj

2

1
ð

wT ggH w2prdr

r¼0

þ

J
P

j¼1

2 T
jNj ðxÞj2 wT gj gH
j w þ r w Iw

(6)

where I denotes the identity matrix, jS(x)j2 is the power
spectrum per unit area of the surface noise with absolute
magnitude independent of r and jNj(x)j2 is the power spectrum of the jth source. The individual terms are now examined in detail. A final subsection (Sec. II D) will consider the
effect of minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR)
beamforming.
A. White noise

The white noise component of the fathometer response
is given by
r2 wT Iw ¼ r2

FIG. 1. (Color online) Key variables in the analytical description of the passive fathometer. The water column depth, D, the depth of the lowermost
array element, za, the inter-element separation, d, the inter-element propagation time for vertical signals, s, the two-way travel distance between the
array and seabed, n0, the data from the pth hydrophone, xp(t). D(t) and U(t)
are the time domain form of the beams defined in Eq. (1). a, b, c, and d are
the key features within these beams.

(4)

m
X
p¼1

wðp%1Þ wðp%1Þ ¼ r2 W ;

(7)

P
where W ¼ p w2ðp%1Þ . Assuming infinite bandwidth, each
term in the summation gives a d-function in the time domain
located at %2(p % 1)s. With a finite bandwidth the d-functions
become peaks of finite width with heights that scale with r2.
The summation results in m equispaced d-functions
between t ¼ %2(m % 1)s and t ¼ 0. This is the only region in
the time domain fathometer response that shows contribution from uncorrelated noise. As this region will be referred
to repeatedly in this analysis, it is designated the sensor
noise region.
B. Correlated noise

The correlated noise component contains an integral
over the infinite ocean surface [Eq. (6)]. Before considering
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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this integral in detail (Sec. II B 2 and Appendix A) the leading order behavior can be obtained by considering the array
response to a 1D vertical noise field. Neglecting non-vertical
noise can be justified for two reasons: (1) contributions to
the cross-correlation from sources situated on a ray-path that
passes directly through both sensors are added in phase and
hence are preferentially weighted23,24 and (2) the preferential
weighting of vertical noise is increased by beamforming
[Eq. (1)] and more so by MVDR beamforming. In Sec. II B
2 this will be shown to be a good first order approximation.
1. Vertical noise model

Assuming the surface signal is generated by a point
source at r ¼ 0 and depth z0, s(r, z, x) ¼ d(r)d(z % z0)s(x).
Substituting the correlated term from Eq. (3) into Eq. (5)
gives the component of the CSDM due to correlated noise,
Rc ðxÞ ¼ jSðxÞj2 gðr ¼ 0; z ¼ z0 ; zp Þgðr ¼ 0; z ¼ z0 ; zp ÞH :
(8)
The Green’s function for the pth hydrophone is
½g'p ¼ e

%ixðza %z0 Þ=c

"

ðp%1Þ

w

þw

%ðp%1Þ

L
X
l

Cl e

%ixnl =c

#

; (9)

where the first term accounts for the downward propagating
path and the summation accounts for a set of upward propagating reflections. Ul is the reflection coefficient of the lth
reflecting layer and nl is twice the distance from the array
bottom, za to the lth layer. We assume no reflections between
layers or reflections from the ocean surface as, assuming the
reflection coefficient from each interface is small, the contribution from paths involving multiple reflections are negligible. Expanding the following analysis to include arbitrary
reflections is conceptually simple and algebraically tedious
and is described in Appendix A 2.
Using the steering vector defined in Eq. (2), the vector
of Green’s functions for the array can be written as
g ¼ e%ixðza %z0 Þ=c ½wþHðxÞw( ';

Transforming to the time domain gives
Cc ðtÞ ¼ fðtÞ ( ðT1 þ T2 þ T3 þ T4 Þ;

(14)

where * denotes convolution and
T1 ¼ m2
T2 ¼ m

X
l

m
X
p¼1

Cl dðt % nl =cÞ

dðt þ 2ðp % 1ÞsÞ;

T3 ¼ gðtÞ ( T2 ðtÞ
"
L X
2m #
X
"
T4 ¼ m
1 % "1 %
l¼1 p¼1

p ""$
"
m

) Cl dðt þ nl =c þ 2ðp % 1ÞsÞ;

(15)

where f(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of jS(x)j2 (and
therefore the autocorrelation of the surface noise). As the
surface noise is assumed to be white and band limited, f(t) is
a sinc-function with the pulse-width determined by the processing bandwidth. d(t) is the Dirac d-function and g(t) is the
time domain representation of jHðxÞj2 ¼ ðRj Cj e%ixnj =c Þ
ðRl Cl eixnl =c Þ;
%
&
L
X
nj % nl
:
(16)
Cj Cl d t %
gðtÞ ¼
c
j;l
The schematic form of these terms is shown in Fig. 2.
All of the terms T1 % T4 in the time domain are formed
by the summation of m2 d-functions, each corresponding to
one element of the m ) m CSDM [Eq. (12)]. Due to the action
of the steering vectors all the d-functions in T1 are produced
at the same position for all values of p and q [Eq. (13)], resulting in a single peak with amplitude increased by a factor of
m2 for each reflecting layer. T1 and T4 are the contribution of
the up-going and down-going signals correlated with each

(10)

where H(x) is seabed transfer function,
HðxÞ ¼

L
X

Cl e%ixnl =c ;

(11)

l

and Ul is the reflection coefficient of the lth interface.
Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (8) gives the
CSDM elements,
½Rc 'pq ¼ jSðxÞj2 ½ð1 þ jHj2 Þwq%p

þHw%ðpþq%2Þ þ H ( wðpþq%2Þ ';

(12)

which, using Eq. (4), gives the passive fathometer response
component due to correlated noise,
Cc ðxÞ ¼ jSðxÞj2 ½m2 H þ ð1 þ jHj2 ÞmW þ H ( W2 ':
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 129, No. 4, April 2011

(13)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic of the terms from Eq. (15) for the case of
a four element array (m ¼ 4) and two reflecting layers. The horizontal axis
is time and the vertical axis is the passive fathometer response. The top plot
is the complete time series with the lower four examining the individual
components. Note the array gain of m2 applied to T1.
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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other and the m2 gain applied to T1 is consistent with both the
vertical up-going and down-going signals subject to an array
gain of m, Ref. 25. This is the feature of interest for ocean bottom profiling and, other than T3, which is scaled by U2 and is
likely to be small amplitude, T1 is the only term due to surface
noise that contains peaks at positive correlation times.
T4 gives L sets of 2m d-functions [the position of the m2
d-functions is now a function of p and q, Eq. (13)] between
t ¼ %nl/c % 4(m % l)r and t ¼ %nl/c, the latter of which is
the negative of the two-way travel time of the lth layer. T2
[produced by the autocorrelation of the down-going signal,
Eq. (10)] gives a set of m equispaced d-functions in the sensor noise region of amplitude m, as the d-function location is
now a function of p only. T3 (up-going signal) gives the
same d-functions convolved with the seabed impulse
response and its time-reversed form.
2. Inclusion of non-vertical noise

The analysis of Sec. II B 1 is now expanded to include
signal contributions from an infinite ocean surface. The
Green’s function between a source at r ¼ (r, z) and a receiver
at rp ¼ (0, zp) in a waveguide is24–26
Gðrp ; rÞ ¼

1
X
a

iðx=cÞLa ðrp ;rÞ

e
;
C
4pLa ðrp ; rÞ
ba

(17)

where the subscript a distinguishes between different multipaths and ba is the number of reflections from the seabed in
the a path. La the travel distance from receiver to source
along the a path. Substituting Eq. (17) into the correlated
component of Eq. (6), the integral over r can be computed
by the stationary phase approximation23,24,27 and, as detailed
in Appendix A, assuming one seabed reflecting layer, a
reflection coefficient U independent of grazing angle and no
surface reflections, this result can be simplified to yield
'
m P
m
%icjSðxÞj2 P
w2ðq%1Þ
ð1 þ C2 Þ ðq%pÞd
Cc ðxÞ ¼
8px
p¼1 q¼1

þC

w

%n0 =d

þ wn0 =dþ2ðpþq%2Þ

n0 þ ðp þ q % 2Þd

(

8p 6¼ q:
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C. Discrete sources

For simplicity, we consider a single discrete source
(J ¼ 1) in the waveguide described in Sec. II B 2. The analysis is extended to include more layers and higher-order
reflections in Appendix A and moving sources in Appendix
B. In this case there are six distinct paths that undergo a single seabed reflection as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the propagation paths are straight lines as the sound speed is constant
throughout the water column. Introducing a variable sound
speed will lead to curved paths that are algebraically more
complex to describe. However it is still the path length difference between multipaths that determines the position of
the correlation peak. Substituting Eq. (17) into the discrete
component of Eq. (6) and allowing for six possible multipaths [Fig. 3(a)] gives the component of the passive fathometer response due to discrete noise,
Cd ðxÞ ¼

m X
6
X

p;q¼1 a;b¼0

¼

jNj ðxÞj2

m X
6
X

Cba þbb
ð4pÞ2 La Lb

wðpþq%2ÞþðLa %Lb =dÞ

Bðp; q; a; bÞwlðp;q;a;bÞ

(19)

p;q¼1 a;b¼0

where p and q denote the indices of the array elements.
Assuming infinite bandwidth, each term Bwl gives a dfunction in the time domain at %ls with an amplitude B.
Assuming paths a and b are incident on the array as plane
waves incident at angles /a and /b to the horizontal the path
length differences of the a and b rays incident on the pth and
qth elements, respectively, can be computed geometrically,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). This yields

(18)

This is a summation of terms of the general form B(p,
q)wl(p,q) which gives a set of d-functions of amplitude B(p,
q) at location 2l(p,q)s in the time domain. Thus the first
term in the response in Eq. (18), in the time domain, is a set
of d-functions at 2ls ¼ 22(q 2 1)s with an amplitude of
B ¼ cjSj2(1 þ U2)/[(q – p)d] for all values of p = q. The
fathometer response has a 1/x dependence, consistent with
other analytical treatments of ambient noise cross-correlations
in three dimensions (3D).22,24 This can be removed by the
multiplication by x, which is equivalent to a differentiation
with respect to time in the time domain.
The terms in Eq. (18) are produced in the same locations
as those in Eq. (15) and differ only in amplitude. The w2(q–1)
term corresponds to T2 þ T3, assuming only a single reflection from the seabed. The w%n0 =d term corresponds to T1 and
produces a single peak at x0/c. The wn0 =dþ2ðpþq%2Þ term corresponds to T4.
1828

Note that the diagonal terms (p ¼ q) of Eq. (18) are infinite. This is because the diagonal terms consist of autocorrelations for which the phase variation between the signals is
zero and the stationary phase approximation is not valid.

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Multipaths in a waveguide with no more than one
seabed reflection. (b) The phase difference between the lowermost element
and the pth element is given by (p – 1)d sin / where / is the angle of incidence. (c) Time domain fathometer response induced by the correlation of
two d-functions incident from angles /a and /b on a four element array.
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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l ¼ ðp þ q % 2Þ %

Lb % La
d

¼ ðp % 1Þð1 þ sin/a Þ þ ðq % 1Þð1 % sin/b Þ %

nðb;aÞ
d

;

(20)

where n(b,a) is the path length difference at the lowermost
hydrophone of the array. As such, signals with correlated
multipaths will give sets of m2 d-functions at times n/c 2
4(m 2 1)s * t * n/c. The d-functions will be spread over the
entirety of this region if sin /a ¼ 1 and sin /b ¼ %1, which
occurs when both signals are vertical and is directly analogous to T4 (Sec. II B l). For any other values of /a and /b
the d-functions will be spread over a smaller region, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). When a source is close enough to the
array that the plane wave approximation is not valid, the
peak locations will be slightly perturbed from the values presented here.
If a ¼ b (equivalent to autocorrelating a signal as it
implies identical travel paths), then n(a, a) ¼ 0 and l is constrained to be 0 < l < 2(m % l)s. When summed over p and
q, this gives a set of d-functions in the sensor noise region.
Every pairwise combination of a = b produces two sets
of m2 d-functions (one set at positive and one set at negative
correlation time offsets, between 6n/c % 4(m % 1)s and 6n/
c). A discrete source incident on the array via N significant
multipaths will therefore produce N(N%1)/2 sets in the positive time domain that may obscure the seabed response.
D. MVDR fathometer processing

MVDR processing has been used to improve the passive
fathometer response in the presence of interfering noise.11–15
It is identical to the processing described in Sec. II A–C with
the steering vectors in Eq. (4) replaced by the MVDR steering vectors for upward and downward propagating waves,28
%1 (
w
~U ¼ R
w
T %1 (
w R w
%1
w
~D ¼ R
w
H %1 ;
w R w

(21)

where + indicates use of MVDR processing. Substituting
these steering vectors into Eq. (4) gives the MVDR passive
fathometer response,
~
~ D ¼ KwT R%1 w;
~ U Rw
CðxÞ
¼w

(22)

where K ¼ jwHR–1wj–2 is a positive normalization factor.
Other adaptive processing methods with additional constraints may be used and as also they provide a greater
weighting to vertically propagating contributions they will
yield a similar response. Given J þ 1 sources incident on the
array [from J discrete interferers and the vertical component
of the correlated noise, which is designated as the (J þ 1)th
correlated signal and is asymptotically dominated by vertically propagating noise (Appendix A) and hence can be
accounted for with a single eigenvector], an eigendecomposition of the CSDM gives
R¼

Jþ1
X
j¼1

ðbj þ r2 Þuj uH
j þ

m
X

r2 uj uH
j ;

j¼Jþ2
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(23)

where bj is the component of the eigenvalue due to the jth
coherent source and scales as the trace of the CSDM associated with the jth coherent signal (i.e., jNjj2gjgjH for all j * J
and jS(x)j2 $ ggH 2pr dr for j ¼ J þ 1). The matrix inverse is
then14
m
X
1
1
H
u
u
þ
u uH
j
j
2Þ
2 j j
þ
r
ðb
r
j
j¼1
j¼Jþ2
"
#
Jþ1
Jþ1
X
1 X
r2
H
H
uj uj þI %
¼ 2
uj uj
r j¼1 ðbj þ r2 Þ
j¼1
"
#
Jþ1 b u uH
X
1
jSðxÞj2 ggH 2pr dr
j j j
¼
%
¼ 2 I%
ðbj þ r2 Þ
r
ðbJþ1 þ r2 Þ2
j¼1

R%1 ¼

J þ1
X

%

J jN ðxÞj2 g gH
X
j
j j
j¼1

ðbj þ

r2 Þ2

þ

1
I;
r2

(24)

P
where we have utilized
uj uH
j ¼ I.This contains the same
components as the CSDM [Eq. (A1) in Appendix A] due to
correlated noise, J discrete interferers and white noise, but
all except the component due to incoherent noise have been
multiplied by negative factors. This is consistent with previous models that considered only surface noise13 and surface
noise as well as sensor noise.14
Note that each component of the matrix inverse is scaled
by 1/(bj þ r2). This acts to attenuate the contribution of
strong signals to the fathometer response. The normalization
factor is equivalent to28
KðxÞ ¼ UMVDR ðxÞDMVDR ðxÞ;

(25)

where UMVDR ¼ (wTR–1w*)–1 and DMVDR ¼ (wHR–1w)–1 are
the estimates of the up- and downward propagating spectral
power obtained by the MVDR beamformer. This term is
large at frequencies with large power contributions from vertical directions and will counteract the attenuation due to the
1/(bJþ1 þ r2) factor.
Thus the MVDR fathometer response is qualitatively
similar to that of the conventional passive fathometer but all
components except that due to incoherent noise are multiplied by a negative factor13,14 and the contribution from nonvertical sources is reduced by a factor proportionate to the
power of that signal incident on the array.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
A. Two-dimensional noise model

A simple fathometer model was generated assuming
only vertically propagating surface noise, one discrete
source, and sensor noise. The discrete source is assumed stationary as implementations of the passive fathometer have
used integration times15 on the order of 100 s and the change
in path length from a distant ship would be negligible over
this time (moving sources are considered in Appendix B).
Although only a single interferer is considered, here the
results are easily generalized to multiple interfering sources
as the contributions from multiple interferers add linearly
provided the discrete sources are uncorrelated. A 16-element
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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array with equispaced elements of 0.18 m separation (design
frequency, fd ¼ 4167 Hz and total length 2.88 m) in uniform
sound speed of 1500 m/s was used. A similarly spaced array
with 32 elements was used in Ref. 15. Here the number of
array elements has been halved for clarity. The vertical noise
was assumed to reflect off two layers at distances 50 and 58
m from the array bottom with reflection coefficients of 0.1
and 0.06, respectively.
The waveform used for both the vertical and interfering
signals was a 60 ls box-car function which, when autocorrelated, becomes a triangle of width 120 ls. As the signal
waveform is a narrow peak, the power spectrum of the signals is nearly flat. The vertical signal power spectrum was
%20 dB relative to the power of the white noise. The discrete
signal was assumed to be incident on the array via three multipaths with arrival angles of 5, , %10, , and 20, to broadside,
with power spectra of 20, 0, and %20 dB, respectively, relative to the white noise. The path length differences of the
three multipaths were 0, 20, and 45 m.
A sampling rate of 8fd (33 kHz) was used to generate
the signals and all processing was done with 213 point Fourier transforms. The data for each signal were processed with
two bandwidths, fd (10%4167 Hz) which ensured no aliasing
(see Sec. III B 1) occurred, and 4fd (10%16.5 kHz). The
large bandwidth allows the individual peaks described in
Sec. II to be obtained. When computing the passive fathometer response with the large bandwidth, the response of each
component of the CSDM (i.e., the CSDM formed from each
possible combination of non-independent signals) was computed separately to prevent artifacts due to aliasing. The
responses computed with a bandwidth of fd were normalized
with respect to the reflection peak at 50 m, and those computed with 4fd were scaled to have the same peak magnitude
as their small bandwidth counterparts.
The passive fathometer response computed with a bandwidth of fd is shown in Fig. 4. Both the conventional and
MVDR responses are dominated by peaks in the sensor noise
region and both responses show peaks at 620 m from discrete noise. The seabed reflection peaks in the conventional
response are not visible on this scale. The individual contributions from the fathometer model components are shown in
Figs. 5–7.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The conventional (a) and MVDR (b) passive fathometer response for the noise model described in Sec. III A computed with
bandwidth of fd (10–4167 Hz). The horizontal axis is the vertical distance
corresponding to a two-way travel time. Both responses are normalized to
the correlation peak due to the seabed reflection at 50 m.

When a bandwidth of fd is used, the individual peaks merge
into a single broad peak that spans the sensor noise region.
The upward propagating noise gives multiple sets of dfunctions [Fig. 5(c)] consistent with T3 of Eq. (15). In this
case, g is a set of three d-functions at %8, 0, and 8 m with
heights of [C1 C2, C12 þ C22, C2, C1] ¼ [0.006, 0.0136,
0.006]. Note the upward propagating signal peaks are two
orders of magnitude smaller than the downward [Figs. 5(b)
and 5(c)], consistent with a reflection coefficient of 0.1. The
term T4 is not shown as it will neither interfere with the signal of interest (T1) nor be the largest term in the noise
correlation.
The white noise gives m equispaced peaks in the sensor
noise region [Fig. 5(d), Eq. (7)], as do the autocorrelations of
the three multipaths of the discrete signal [Figs. 6(a)–6(c),
Eq. (20) with a ¼ b]. The response due to the three discrete

1. Conventional response

The conventional passive fathometer response to each
combination of signals is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The crossterm between the up- and downward propagating signals
gives d-functions at the location of the reflecting layers at 50
and 58 m [Fig. 5(a)], consistent with T1 of Eq. (15). The m2
array gain increases the height of these peaks.
The component due to downward propagating noise
gives a set of m ¼ 16 equispaced peaks in the sensor noise
region consistent with T2 of Eq. (15) which contains a summation of m d-functions spaced by s. The right-most peak is
a triangle with the left edge located at 0, consistent with a dfunction at 0 twice convolved with a box-car function. The
width of the triangle is 120 ls ) 1500 m/s ¼ 0.09 m. These
peaks grow broader when smaller bandwidths are processed.
1830
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The conventional passive fathometer response computed with a bandwidth of 4fd(0–16.5 kHz, solid) and fd(10–4167 Hz,
dashed) to the following components of the CSDM plotted against the distance associated with a two-way travel time. (a) The cross-term between
downward and upward propagating noise [T1 from Eq. (15)], (b) downward
propagating noise (T2), (c) upward propagating noise (T3), and (d) white
noise.
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Same as Figs. 5(a)–5(c) the three multipath arrivals
from the discrete source, (d)–(f) the cross-terms between the first and second, first and third, and second and third discrete source multipaths,
respectively.

multipaths scale, as expected, with relative peak heights of
0, %20, and %40 dB.
The cross-terms associated with the discrete multipaths
are the only terms producing a response in the positive time
domain [Figs. 6(d)–6(f)] other than the seabed reflection
(T1). All three cross-terms give one set of peaks in the positive time domain and one set in the negative time domain.
The right-most peak of both sets occurs at 6x/d, which is
consistent with Eq. (20) where x is 620, 645, and 625 m,
respectively.
The smallest discrete cross-term [Fig. 6(f)] is larger than
the vertical cross-term [Fig. 5(a)] and the other discrete
cross-terms [Figs. 6(d) and 6(e)] are orders of magnitude
larger still. Thus the dominant terms for t > 0 of the conventional passive fathometer response are due to the discrete
source while the vertical seabed reflection is obscured, as
shown in Fig. 4(a) in which the peak from Fig. 6(d) is the
only prominent peak outside the sensor noise region.
2. MVDR response

In accordance with Eq. (24), the components of the conventional response were multiplied by ð%1=bj þ r2 Þ; except
for the white noise term which was multiplied by r%4. In this
case, r was 1 and bj is the trace of the CSDM associated
with the jth coherent signal. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
All of the components have been multiplied by a negative factor, except the white noise, and the relative amplitudes are now different. The largest component is the white
noise [Fig. 7(d)] followed by the vertical cross-term [Fig.
7(a)] which, in contrast to the conventional passive fathometer, is larger than the cross-term peaks due to the discrete
source [Figs. 7(h)–7(j)].
Although the peaks have been rescaled relative to the
conventional response, the locations have remained
unchanged. This is consistent with Eq. (24) which shows
that the CSDM inverse used in MVDR processing contains
the same components as the CSDM rescaled by real multiplicative factors.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 129, No. 4, April 2011

FIG. 7. (Color online) The MVDR passive fathometer response to the same
components of the CSDM as shown in (a)–(d) Fig. 5 and (e)–(j) Fig. 6.

B. Three-dimensional surface noise model

The response of the passive fathometer to an infinite
sheet of sources near the surface, as considered in Sec. II B
2, is now simulated. Only the surface noise is shown, as discrete interferers and sensor noise yield results very similar to
those in Sec. III A. A wavenumber integration29 simulation
of the noise generated by an infinite two-dimensional ocean
surface in a horizontally homogenous waveguide (based on
the Kuperman–Ingenito noise model18) was constructed with
a 32-element array of the same inter-element spacing as
described in Sec. III A and sampling frequency 12 kHz. The
array was situated with the lowest element at 70 m depth
with reflecting layers at 120 m depth (the sediment layer)
and at 122 m depth (the bottom). The sound speeds of the
three layers were 1500, 1550, and 1580 m/s. The conventional and MVDR fathometer responses were computed
using simulated CSDMs for all frequency bins from
10%4167 Hz of 4096-point Fourier transforms.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. The prominent features
are the peaks in the sensor noise region [Figs. 8(a) and 8(c),
equivalent to T2 and T3 from the 1D model, Eq. (13)], the
reflection peaks at 50 and 52 m [Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), T1 from
Eq. (13)] and the reflection off the ocean surface at %70 6 2 m
[Figs. 8(a) and 8(d)]. This is consistent with two signals
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The wavenumber integration simulation of the conventional and MVDR passive fathometer response to an infinite sheet of
noise at two-way travel time ranges of (a) %100 to 100, (b) 46–54, (c) %15
to 10, and (d) %74 to %66 m.

reflecting off the sediment with a relative time-delay corresponding to a 2 m propagation distance. Both reflect off the
surface such that a correlation of the signals yields four correlation peaks with two at the same location. Hence the central peak is twice the height of the adjacent peaks as shown
in Fig. 8(d). This term follows from Eq. (A10) in Appendix
A, but not from Eq. (13) which did not include surface
reflections. T4, which is subject to less array gain than any of
the other terms, is not visible in Fig. 8.
There is a close correspondence between the prominent
features in this simulation (which includes signal from an infinite surface sheet) and Eq. (15) (which assumed only a
small patch of surface directly above the array). This correspondence suggests, subject to appropriate array geometries
and processing bandwidths, the approximation that vertically
propagating noise is the dominant contribution is valid.
While a detailed description of what geometries and bandwidths are required to validate this model is beyond the
scope of this paper, the effect of bandwidth on the simulated
response is considered in Sec. III B 1.

frequency will contain energy aliased from a different angle
of incidence. Integrating over a large bandwidth therefore
results in the addition of many alias terms with different
phases. These terms interfere and attenuate relative to the
reflection peak, which is added in phase. Previous work has
suggested that the ocean bottom reflection peak can be
extracted when frequencies up to about twice the design frequency are used.11
To investigate the relationship between aliasing and the
fathometer response, the simulated data were downsampled
spatially to yield a sub-array containing every third element
(10-elements with 0.54 m spacing and design frequency
1389 Hz). The fathometer response was constructed with a
range of bandwidths with MVDR [Fig. 9(b)] passive fathometer processing. The minimum frequency used was 10 Hz
and the upper frequency bound was varied from 100 to 6000
Hz.
The critical angle of the bottom hc is arccos(1500/
1580) ¼ 18.3, . The surface sources produce sound propagating in all directions of which sound propagating at angles
shallower than the critical angle experiences little attenuation. This implies that there is a discontinuity in the angular

1. Exceeding the design frequency

The resolution that can be obtained by the fathometer is
determined by the bandwidth used in the processing. However, as the array design frequency is exceeded, signals propagating in non-vertical directions alias into the beams
steered to isolate vertically propagating noise. At frequency f
any signal incident on the array at an angle,
%

&
nc
;
/a ¼ 6 arcsin 1 þ
fd

(26)

will be added in phase and is thus subject to the same array
gain as the vertically propagating noise. n is an integer value.
As such, the fathometer response computed with frequencies
above the design frequency will contain components from
sound propagating in non-vertical directions. However, each
1832
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) Alias structure of the downsampled array
(fd ¼ 1389 Hz). The critical angle of the simulated seabeds (horizontal lines),
the design frequency (vertical dashed-dotted), and the frequencies at which
significant signals alias into the vertical beams (vertical lines) are shown.
The MVDR passive fathometer response computed with a lower frequency
limit of 10 Hz and an upper limit shown on the horizontal axis is shown for
(b) a bottom speed of 1580 m/s (hc ¼ 18.3, ), (c) a bottom speed of 2030 m/s
(hc ¼ 42.3, ), and (d) a bottom speed of 1580 m/s and an array of vertical velocity sensors.
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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FIG. 10. (Color online) The simulated passive fathometer response for
the full array (fd ¼ 4167 Hz) computed with a three layer simulation
with sound speeds of 1500, 1550,
and 1580 m/s and attenuations of (a
and c) 0, 0.06, and 0.2 dB/k and (b
and d) 0, 1.06, and 1.2 dB/k with (a
and b) 150–350 and (c and d) 400–
600 Hz. All plots were normalized
with respect to the largest peak
between 40 and 60 m. The MVDR
trace has been multiplied by %1.

distribution of incident energy with more acoustic energy
incident at angles shallower than hc than at steeper angles.
As discussed in Appendix B, the stationary phase approximation is only valid for continuous noise distributions, and
the presence of this discontinuity introduces spurious peaks
in the passive fathometer response [Eq. (B6)]. These peaks
are due to energy incident at hc and alias into the vertical
beams at 2200 Hz [Fig. 9(a)]. When this frequency is
included in the processing, the ocean bottom reflection peak
is obscured [Fig. 9(b)]. Rearranging Eq. (26) gives this frequency as
fmax ¼

2fd
:
ð1 þ sin hc Þ

(27)

A harder seafloor will have a larger critical angle and is thus
limited to a lower bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 9(c), which
was computed with the same processing as the previous
example but with a sediment sound speed of 2000 m/s and a
seabed sound speed of 2030 m/s (critical angle of 42.3, ). In
this case, noise propagating at the critical angle aliases into
the vertical beams at a frequency of 1670 Hz. At +1800 Hz
the reflection peak is obscured.
Use of vertical velocity sensors rather than pressure sensors makes the array more sensitive to vertically propagating
energy, and previous work has shown that a single vertical
velocity sensor can extract the bottom reflection from ambient noise.11 Replacing the hydrophones in the low bottomspeed environment with vertical velocity sensors shows that
the effect of the horizontal noise is significantly attenuated
[Fig. 9(d)]. This extends the upper frequency boundary to
beyond 6000 Hz (4.3 times the design frequency) allowing
for a greater resolution. In this case the diagonal elements of
the CSDM were set to zero to alter the dynamic range.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 129, No. 4, April 2011

2. Error terms in the stationary phase approximation

The passive fathometer response in Eq. (18) is the leading order asymptotic behavior of an integration over an infinite surface source. Higher-order terms have been neglected
thus far but they become significant at low frequencies and
in the presence of spatial discontinuities in the noise field
(see Appendix B). In order to produce significant error terms
the discontinuity in the noise field must be sharp relative to
the wavelength of the oscillatory term in the integral of
Eq. (A5) and hence these error terms attenuate at high frequencies. The frequency dependence of these error terms is
consistent with spurious peaks that appear in the passive fathometer response when only frequencies lower than 500 Hz
are used [Figs. 9(c)–9(d); although not visible on this colorscale, they are also present in Fig. 9(b)].
The effect of these low frequency error terms is shown
in Fig. 10. The conventional passive fathometer response is
obscured when 150–350 Hz signals are processed [Fig.
10(a)]. Using the same model and bandwidth but higher frequencies (400–600 Hz) attenuates the spurious contributions
[Fig. 10(b)]. Using the same frequency bands with increased
seabed attenuation, which both decreases the horizontally
propagating energy in the waveguide and softens the discontinuity in the noise field, attenuates the error terms [Figs.
10(c) and 10(d)]. MVDR processing is more robust to the
influence of these error terms as they are produced, by definition, by non-vertical signals.
IV. CONCLUSION

An analytical fathometer model, verified by numerical
simulation, has been presented that describes the asymptotic
behavior of the passive fathometer to ambient noise components in a simple waveguide. The leading order term of the
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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surface noise yields the correlation of all possible vertical
multipaths. The largest contribution is the correlation of the
signal propagating directly from the surface with the signal
reflecting from the seabed. This yields the travel time for
sound to propagate from the array to seabed reflecting layers.
Vertical noise correlations of other multipaths yield spurious
peaks but they are localized and the largest are restricted to
negative correlation times.
MVDR processing attenuates the contributions from
non-vertical surface noise and discrete noise sources which
may obscure the seabed reflection. Contributions from nonvertical surface noise become negligible at high frequencies
(shown in Appendix B and Sec. III B 2) and in the presence
of weakly reflective seabeds. Discrete noise incident on the
array via multipaths generate localized peaks in the positive
time domain of the passive fathometer response (Sec. II C).
The maximum frequency that can be used while avoiding the application of the array gain to non-vertical signals
(i.e., spatial aliasing) is determined by the array geometry
and seabed critical angle. In a shallow-water waveguide,
there is a discontinuity in the spatial distribution of distant
surface noise at the critical angle hc which produces error
terms in the passive fathometer response. This becomes important when noise incident at hc aliases into the vertical
beams. Thus the bandwidth available for passive fathometer
processing may be increased to include frequencies above
the design frequency fd without inducing substantial errors,
providing the maximum frequency processed does not
exceed 2fd/(1 þ sin hc).
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consistent with previous surface noise models.17 This allows
the integral over r0 to be eliminated which makes Eq. (1)
tractable. gj ¼ g(rj, zj) is the vector of Green’s functions
accounting for the possible multipaths from a source at r ¼ rj
and z ¼ zj to each array element. Substituting this into Eq.
(4) gives the fathometer response [Eq. (6)].

1. Discrete noise

Substituting the Green’s function between a source at
location rj ¼ (rj, zj) and a receiver at location rp ¼ (rp, zp) in
a uniform waveguide with a single reflecting layer (i.e., the
seabed) [Eq. (3) of Ref. 24 and Eq. (17) in the text] into the
discrete term of Eq. (A1) gives the element of Rd in the pth
row and qth column,
½Rd 'pq ¼
¼

j¼1

¼ jSðxÞj

ð

ggH 2pr dr þ

¼ Rc þ Rd þ Rw

J
X
j¼1

2
jNj ðxÞj2 gj gH
j þr I

Cd ðxÞ ¼ wT Rd w ¼
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2

a;b

ð4pÞ La Lb

J X
m X
1
X
j¼1 p;q¼1 a;b

ba þbb
) C2
ð4pÞ La Lb

J X
m X
X

eiðx=cÞLD ;

(A2)

jNj ðxÞj2

wðpþq%2ÞþðLD =dÞ ;

Bðj; p; q; a; bÞwlðj;p;q;a;bÞ ;

(A3)
(A4)

j¼1 p;q¼1 a;b

which describes a set of delta functions
in the time domain
b þb
Ca b
at
location
with
amplitude
B ¼ jNj ðxÞj2 ð4pÞ
2
La Lb
%ls ¼ %ðp þ q % 2Þs % LcD :

The analysis of the correlated noise component is similar to that of the discrete noise component, but the summation over sources is now replaced by an integral over an
infinite sheet. Substituting Eq. (17) into the correlated term
of Eq. (A1) gives the elements of the CSDM due to the correlated noise component as

(A1)

where we have defined the white noise component to be
E [uuH] ¼ r2I. The expectation of the correlation of the
surface and discrete noise sources are defined to be
E[s(r)s(r0 )] ¼ jS(x)j2d(r % r0 )/(2pr) and E[njnj] ¼ jNj(x)j2,
respectively. The Dirac-delta function, d(r– r0 )/(2pr), results
as the surface sources are assumed to be uncorrelated,
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1
X
Cba þbb

2. Correlated noise

H
ðxÞ'
RðxÞ ¼ E½xðxÞx
'ð
(
ð
0 (
0 H
0
0
¼ E gðrÞsðrÞ2pr dr sðr Þ gðr Þ 2pr dr
"
#
J
X
( H
þE
gj nj nj gj þ E½uuH '
2

j¼1

jNj ðxÞj2

contribution to the fathometer response from the discrete
noise is given by

¼

Given the vector of data measured by the array, d(x),
the CSDM is (see Sec. II)

j¼1

J
X

jNj ðxÞj2 gp ðrj ; zj Þgq ðrj ; zj Þ(

where LD ¼ La 2 Lb and the path length La
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
¼ rj2 þ ð2ba D6zp 6zj Þ2 . Applying the steering vectors, the
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTICAL MODEL OF PASSIVE
FATHOMETER RESPONSE

J
X

½Rc 'pq ¼

1
jSðxÞj2 X

ð4pÞ2

a;b

Cba þbb

ð1

eikLD
2pr dr;
r¼0 La Lb

(A5)

qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
where the path length is La ¼ r2 þ ð2ba D6zp Þ2 :
The integral in Eq. (A5) is evaluated by stationary phase
approximation, in which the integral $ eikf(r)2pr dr is assumed
to be dominated by contributions near the stationary point of
Traer et al.: Passive fathometer model
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f(r).30 This interference is more pronounced with a large value
of k and thus this approximation becomes more accurate with
increasing frequency. Using f ¼ LD gives
%
& 2
df
1
1
d f
1
1
r
r
;
¼r
%
¼ % % þ :
(A6)
dr
La Lb dr 2 La Lb L3a L3b
Equation (A6) shows that there is one stationary point at r ¼ 0.
Assuming p = q and substituting the first two non-zero terms
of the Taylor expansion of f around r ¼ 0 in Eq. (A5) gives
½Rc 'pq ¼

jSðxÞj2 X
ð4pÞ

2

a;b

C

ba þbb e

ikð~
za %~
zb Þ ð 1

~za ~zb

eikðr

2

=2ÞH

2prdr;

(A7)

r¼0

where the following substitutions have been made,
f ðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ La ðr ¼ 0Þ % Lb ðr ¼ 0Þ
(A8)
¼ ð2ba D 6 zp Þ % ð2bb D 6 zp Þ ¼ ~za % ~zb ;
"
d2 f ""
1
1
¼ % ¼ H:
(A9)
dr 2 "r¼0 ~
za ~zb

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Making the substitution u ¼ r eip=4 kH=2 gives
½Rc 'pq ¼

%ijSðxÞj2 X ba þbb eikð~za %~zb Þ
C
:
8pk
~za % ~zb
a;b

(A10)

For simplicity, we assume no surface bounce occurs (a can
take one of the two values: a ¼ 0 denotes the direct path
from surface to the pth element and a ¼1 denotes a single
bottom bounce) which implies
z~0 % ~
z0 ¼ zq % zp ¼ ðq % pÞd
z1 ¼ zp % ð2D % zq Þ ¼ % ð~z1 % ~z0 Þ
z0 % ~
~

z1 ¼ ð2D % zp Þ % ð2D % zq Þ ¼ ðq % pÞd;
~z1 % ~

(A11)

where the constraint of no surface bounce reduces the 6zp
term in ~
za to –zp.
Substituting zp ¼ za – (p – 1)d and n0 ¼ 2(D – za), Eq.
(A10) then becomes
"
%icjSðxÞj2
wðq%1Þ
ð1 þ C2 Þ
½Rc 'pq ¼
8px
ðq % pÞd
(
w%ðpþq%2Þn0 =d þ wðpþq%2Þþn0 =d
þC
8p 6¼ q:
n0 þ ðp þ q % 2Þd

APPENDIX B: ERROR TERMS IN THE STATIONARY
PHASE APPROXIMATION
1. Frequency-dependent error terms

We are concerned with integrals of the general form
ðb

r¼a

FðrÞeikf ðrÞ dr ¼

ðb

F d ikf
ðe Þdr ;
df dr
ik
r¼a
dr
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ikf "

(B1)

(B2)

r¼a

where we have integrated by parts. Note that the same integration by parts can be repeated ad infinitum, as the integral
in Eq. (B2) is of the same form as that in Eq. (B1). This
yields an infinite series expansion of I. Each successive integration brings another factor of 1/(ik) and thus at high frequencies the behavior of I is dominated by the first term.
It is the behavior of the leading order term of I, with
limits a ¼ 0 and b ¼ 1, that was derived in Appendix A and
yields the depth of the seabed reflecting layers. Contributions
from higher-order terms in the expansion, although not evaluated explicitly here, become increasingly significant at low
frequencies. These terms may be the cause of the spurious
peaks in the fathometer response at low frequencies as
shown by simulation in Sec. III B 2.
2. Effect of seabed critical angle

In the previous use of the stationary phase approximations the seabed reflection coefficient, C was assumed independent of grazing angle. This is clearly not the case, as for
rays incident on the seabed at angles shallower than the critical angle, the reflection coefficient is one. Here we consider
a fathometer model where the reflection coefficient varies as
a step function such that
*
c h * hc
(B3)
Ca ðrÞ ¼
1 h - hc ;
where c < 1 is a constant. As the stationary phase approximation used in Appendix A is only valid for continuous
functions, Eq. (A12) is not correct for this case. Defining
!a ¼ (2ba D 6 za)/tan hc as the radial distance from the array
at which rays from the a path are incident upon the ocean
bottom at the critical angle hc and experience no attenuation
from bottom loss, Eq. (A5) becomes
2
!ða
jSðxÞj2 X4 ba þbb
eikðLa %Lb Þ
½Rc 'pq ¼
c
2pr dr
La Lb
ð4pÞ2 a;b
r¼0
3
!ðb
1
ð ikðLa %Lb Þ
ikðLa %Lb Þ
e
e
7
2pr dr þ
2pr dr5;
þcbb
La Lb
La Lb
r¼!a

(A12)

Applying the steering vectors gives Eq. (18).

I¼

"b
!
ð
"
1 b d F ikf
¼ df e " %
e dr;
"
ik r¼a dr df
ik dr
dr
F

r¼!b

(B4)

where !b > !a.
The first term can be evaluated as in Appendix A and
yields the same result [Eq. (A10)]. The other two terms cannot be evaluated by the stationary phase approximation as
they have no stationary points within the limits of integration
[conversely, the first term cannot be evaluated by the following method as the stationary point produces an infinite term
when the limit r ¼ 0 is substituted into Eq. (B2)].
Substituting F ¼ 2pr/(LaLb) and f ¼ LD and into the leading order term of Eq. (B2) yields
"b
'
(
"
2p
2p eikLD ðaÞ eikLD ðbÞ
ikLD "
e " ¼
%
: (B5)
I.
LD ðbÞ
ikðLb % La Þ
ik LD ðaÞ
r¼a
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Substituting this into Eq. (B4) with the appropriate limits of
integration yields
'
%ijSðxÞj2 P ba þbb eikð~za %~zb Þ
c
½Rc 'pq ¼
za %~
~
zb
8pk
a;b

"
ikLD ða Þ
ikL ð Þ "
e
bb e D b "
þ c LD ða Þ þ ð1 % c Þ LD ðb Þ ":
bb

(B6)

The second and third terms are error terms introduced
by discontinuities in the noise field at the critical angle. Such
discontinuities might be expected in a waveguide with low
attenuation in the seabed and low scattering. If Ca(r) is not
infinitely discontinuous, at high enough frequencies the
wavelength of the oscillatory function eikðLa %Lb Þ at r ¼ ! is
small enough that Ca(r) appears continuous and these error
terms attenuate. Thus these error terms attenuate at high frequencies. As these terms are due to energy incident at the
critical angle, their contribution to the passive fathometer
response may be attenuated by the use of MVDR steering
vectors which more effectively excludes non-vertical noise.
Increased attenuation in the seabed will reduce the discontinuity in the spatial distribution of incident noise and
may decrease the effect of these terms.
3. Moving sources

Data must be averaged over a finite amount of time in
order to approximate the CSDM [Eq. (5)]. A discrete source
that moves from r1 to r2 during this integration time will
produce a similar effect on the CSDM [Eq. (A2)] as a spatially distributed source that varies continuously between r1
and r2 and is zero elsewhere,
ð
1
jNðxÞj2 X
Cba þbb r1 eiðx=cÞLD
dr:
(B7)
½Rd 'pq ¼
jr1 % r0 j a;b ð4pÞ2 r0 La Lb
For any given combination of paths a and b this gives an integral of the form in Eq. (B5), which yields
!
1
iðx=cÞLD ðr0 Þ
%ijNðxÞj2 X
eiðx=cÞLD ðr1 Þ
ba þbb e
:
C
þ
½Rd 'pq ¼
8pkjr1 % r0 j a;b
LDðr0 Þ
LDðr1 Þ
(B8)

This is similar to the contribution produced by stationary
sources [Eq. (A2)] but is scaled by the 1/(kjr1 – r0j) and thus
the maximum contribution would be expected from stationary sources.
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